Enjoy modern-day practice James Herriot-style in Salisbury, UK – accommodation provided 60 yards away
CVE Note: Pete is at the stage of his career where he would like to offer something back.

‘I’d love to see the whole cat-thing progress, as there is such a welfare issue in mixed dog/cat practice. We
may not be right on everything but I do feel we have a lot to offer showing grads that there is a different
way - and seeing cat-only work in practice is the only way to get a grip of it - you have to actually work it!
Jaffa's academy!’.
Pete’s C&T ‘My Life as a Vet’ published in the June Issue of the C&T Series will give you an idea of his
philosophy and of the great opportunity on offer.
ARE YOU THINKING OF DEVELOPING A CAT-FRIENDLY OR CAT-ONLY PRACTICE?
I would like to offer a keen felinophile the opportunity to spend a week with us in Salisbury UK, experiencing the way
in which we work, with the opportunity to ask all the questions you wish including the problems and virtues of
creating and running a practice of this nature.
Practical feline dentistry - see how it’s done, wet-lab if time, see how it’s marketed. For me, it’s the financial kingpin
of cat-only practice.
As part of the deal, the following week you would be given the opportunity to participate in clinical work for 3 days,
the Jaffa’s way, and we would also require 2.5 days emergency cover as sole vet (but with telephone support plus a
neighbouring practice that can deal with complex cases that are beyond your levels of expertise).
NO SET IDEAS ON DATES - WHEN ARE YOU INTERESTED?
Likely to be plenty of time to learn the nursing side of the business on these sole days. Feel free to steal our protocols,
handouts and documents! Accommodation provided 60 yards away, within walking distance of the lovely city of
Salisbury.
ENJOY MODERN-DAY PRACTICE JAMES HERRIOT-STYLE!
Whilst part of the remit is to let myself and wifey take a week’s holiday I would like to think we can offer a newer
generation a different sort of practice experience such as 30 minute-minimum consultations, fresh-ground coffee,
‘castrate while you wait’, and total customer care.

INTERESTED…?

CONTACT jaffa@jaffavets.com
We’d love to hear from you via email. Please include a resume.

